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Australasian TPM Progresses at Baxter Healthcare
Baxter Healthcare’s Toongabbie plant in Sydney
NSW, is a 24hr, 7 day operation that manufactures
a range of Intravenous and Renal Therapy
solutions that are critical for hospitals to operate.

As such, Cycle 2 focused on the same two (2)
Production Areas as Cycle 1, however this time
Ingredient 6 – Operator Competency Base Skills
was addressed through the introduction of Micro
Education & Training Operator Base Skills teams.
Maintenance also conducted another cycle on
their Spare Parts Management issues to further
address Ingredient 4 – Maintenance Time Lost
Improvement.

After some initial Australasian TPM education and
planning, the site commenced their first cycle of
Australasian TPM in May 2020 (refer to previous ENews article by clicking here). Following the
success of the improvement activities in Cycle 1,
Cycle 2 was kicked-off in October 2020.

The two Production Area teams had a mandate to:
• Verify or establish the:

The focus for Cycle 1 was on two (2) Production
Areas: Kiefel 1 Bag Making Line and Bag Filling CLine. Both teams addressed Ingredient 3 – Initial
OEE Improvement of CTPM’s 10 Integrated
Ingredients of Australasian TPM model (refer to
Figure 1).

o Quality Standards for all Inputs and Outputs
with all Quality Points clearly identified;
o Center-Line Settings for the equipment based
on Input Quality Standards covering all
outputs;
o Standard Operating Procedures using
Training Within Industry (TWI) principles for
all outputs; and

At the same time, a Maintenance Improvement
team focused on Spare Parts Management issues
to address Ingredient 4 – Maintenance Time Lost
Improvement.

o Most effective training and objective
competency assessment process based on
TWI principles.

Figure 1: Baxter’s new Australasian TPM Framework

• Determine the most appropriate means to
address the needs to achieve the required
Operator Base Skills (close the gap).
• Once approved, deliver the required training
and
competency
assessments,
then
recommend further training activities to
ensure Operator Base Skills are kept up to
date.
• Complete within 14 weeks.
Figure 2: Kiefel 1 Bag Making Line – AutoPort Autobots Team

A key finding or opportunity discovered from the
two production line teams was the amount of
Minor Unrecorded Stoppages impacting on OEE
performance, and from their observations they
concluded that there was a need to work on
standardising the way work was being undertaken
by their crews across all shifts.
ctpm.org.au
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The Kiefel 1 Bag Making Line Team focused their
initial attention on the AutoPort machine which
inserts the Injection Sites into the formed bag,
before progressing to the Auto Trim Removal and
the Inspection & Packing workstation. If the
AutoPort has any blockages, then the Injection
Sites are not inserted, and the bags require rework
(manual insertion) at the Inspection & Packing
workstation.

crew until satisfied with the On-the-Job Training
document and the training process.

First the team identified six (6) potential blockage
points, along with four (4) variables impacting the
set-up of the AutoPort. From this, four (4)
Improvements Sheets were initiated and
completed, which addressed:

At the team’s Final Presentation, they were
pleased to report that they had:

Once finalised, all Operators in the crew
completed the training until they could
competently identify and clear all types of
blockages. The Leading Hand then arranged to
train the remaining four (4) Leading Hands on the
other shifts so they could train their own crews.

• Assisted in increasing HLOEE by 7%.
• Reduced the number of split bands from 16 to
5 per day.

• Sensor Locations;

• Reduced the number of manual Insertion
Rework from 3.2% to 0.9%.

• Grippers;
• Wick Holder Location; and

Key learning shared by the team was “how
important it was to have a team approach to
identify and gain consensus of the machine
centreline settings and best practices”, and
“developing an On-the-Job Training document
highlighted all technical and safety issues”.

• Barrier Guide.
Figure 3: Sensor Location Improvement Sheet

Figure 4: Bag Filling C Line – Rovema Renegades Team

L to R: Jamie, Anthony, Graeme, Steve, Amulya, Max, and
Brendan

Next the team created a ‘Clearing AutoPort
Blockages On-the-Job Training’ document which
contained clear instructions as well as support
photos and safety warnings, on how to determine
where the blockage is, and the steps required to
clear the blockage.

The Bag Filling C Line Team focused their attention
on the two (2) Rovema Over Pouching machines.
Using Training Within Industry (TWI) principles the
team created Job Training Steps for the C Line
Rovema Operator (refer to Figure 5). From this
analysis they choose to look at establishing a
standardised approach for the routine Core Task of
changing the Layflat Roll.

The Delivery Method and Assessment Process
developed by the team involved the Leading Hand
team member taking an Operator through the Onthe-Job Training document and demonstrating
each blockage clearance situation then getting the
Operator to show their understanding.

The Layflat is the material that is formed and
sealed over the filled bag by the Rovema
machines. The Layflat roll is changed every 3 hours
when running 1 litre bags and every 4.5 hours
when running 0.5 litre bags.

Based on this training experience, the team
reviewed and enhanced the On-the-Job Training
document where required. The Leading Hand then
repeated the training with other Operators in their
ctpm.org.au
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• Review video to ensure all steps are clearly
distinguished, match the SOJT document, and
the internal change is conducted within the
Standard Time.

Figure 5: Job Training Steps for C Line Rovema Operator

• Leading Hands to train their Operators using
the SOJT document and video as required.
Apart from achieving consensus on the best way to
conduct a Layflat Roll change and creating a new
SOJT document, the team achieved their mandate
of improving the line OEE by 5% and reducing the
scrap rate from both Rovemas by 50%. They also
designed and installed a new horizontal sealing bar
to further reduce scrap rates.

Just like the Kiefel 1 team, they started with a
Variability Analysis of the equipment and found
there was no precise way of locating the Layflat
Roll onto the mandrel due to overhang of the core
issues. This was quickly addressed by the
Maintenance members of the team who designed
and installed a fixed collar onto all the mandrels
that compensated for any core overhang and gave
every roll a precise location.

At their final presentation, the team identified a
number of improvements still to be made, and
shared a key learning that “by undertaking CTPM’s
Leadership Teaching Module – Know your
Learners, we were able to identify the different
ways people learn and apply it to the development
of our delivery method”.

The team also identified that the existing Job
Instructions lacked precise detail and as such could
be interpreted slightly different by every Operator.
Therefore, they reviewed the current practices of
their senior Operators and through a team
consensus approach, came up with the best way to
change the Layflat Roll.

Figure 6: Maintenance Materials Management – Acura Team

From this they determined which tasks could be
done externally while the machine was still
running, and which tasks were internal requiring
the machine to be isolated. This allowed them to
identify an agreed Standard Time for the internal
Layflat Roll change tasks that could be used to
identify any problems at the earliest possible time
(if an Operator exceeds the standard time then
there must be a problem that is immediately
exposed and can be addressed).

L to R: Jacques, Jason, Roy, Carl, Max, Mark, and Luke

The third improvement team for Cycle 2 was the
continuation of the Maintenance Materials
Management team from Cycle 1. With a couple of
new members in the team, they went about
building on the good work they had already
achieved by focusing on:
• Determining best way to measure and
monitor Spare Parts accurately;

To finalise the approach, the team created delivery
methods and an assessment process as follows:

• Improving Spare Parts location and labelling
accuracy in the Main Store;

• Leading Hand conducts the Layflat change as
per the Standard On-the-Job Training (SOJT)
document and determines the standard time
recognising that all Operators will have a
learning curve to achieve the standard time,
and that the purpose of the standard time is
to highlight problems at the earliest possible
time.

• Establishing and documenting a process for
Spare Part issues;
• Reviewing policy / guidelines for their six (6)
Satellite Stores and their Main Store; and
• Reducing Time Lost from Materials
Management Issues by 15% and improving
Maintenance Inventory Accuracy by 30%.

• Video a Leading Hand conducting the Layflat
change as per the SOJT document and within
the standard time.
ctpm.org.au
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Throughout the cycle the team worked on
introducing a process so that once an inventory
inaccuracy was identified, immediate action could
be taken to correct it. They looked at reviewing
and updating the Internal Stores Items Booking-in
and Book-out Procedures to ensure they covered
the
Maintenance
Internal
Stores
Items
requirements.

A key learning shared by the team at their Final
Presentation was “the need to focus on what we
have control of, and hence can achieve an impact”.
They also stipulated that “taking a team approach
to address Inventory Accuracy issues has been
invaluable as it has allowed us to fully understand
the impact of our actions”.
Here at CTPM, we would like to congratulate the
teams at Baxter on their great achievements. Their
hard work, determination and passion shone
through and lead to some well-deserved
outcomes. We look forward to seeing how the
Australasian TPM journey continues.

From undertaking these tasks, the team were able
to achieve a number of key outcomes. They were:
• Introduced new procedures for managing
spares inventory which have been accepted
by all maintenance staff;
• Introduced formal cycle counts to monitor
effective of the new procedures;
• Introduced Work Order &
Scoreboard
to
monitor
management issues;

If you would like to find out more about CTPM’s
Australasian TPM methodology and how we can
be of assistance to your operations, please contact
Ross Kennedy on 0418 206 108 or via email at
ross.kennedy@ctpm.org.au.

Part Issue
inventory

• Further
improvements
to
the
Communications Board in the Maintenance
Workshop;
• Captured issues for consideration when
introducing Maximo later in the year;
• Reviewed and created new max / min levels
for Workshop Consumables; and
• Improved Maintenance Inventory Accuracy
by 42%.
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